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Evaluating MIL with multi-stakeholder 
partnership (developers, journalists, 

fact-checkers, teachers…)



A case 
study

Main research results: 
1/ They are not professionals (no time, no training,…)
2/ They want easy-to-use examples and databases 
3/ They would rather have independent professionals in their classrooms; workshops…
4/ They would like to ask questions via a chatbox
5/ They feel ill-prepared for complex evaluation, especially task-based 

So how to create MIL interventions and effect real field change in MIL ?...

Nygren, T., Frau-Meigs, D, Corbu, N and Santoval, S.Teachers’ views on disinformation and media literacy

supported by a tool designed for professional fact-checkers: perspectives from France, Romania, Spain

and Sweden, SN Soc Sci (2022) 2:40 https://doi.org/10.1007/s43545-022-00340-9

A pilot project 



Scaling up the fight against online visual disinformation with plug-in  INVID –WeVerify

PUBLIC TARGETED 

• Teachers, educators, librarians, youth workers,  journalists and citizens at large  

KEY ACTIONS

• MOOC Disinformation Step by Step (Fr, Eng, SP)

• Serious Game « Bot Busters » based on missions with Invid-Werify

• Public policy recommendations (based on 10 interviews per country)  

• Dissemination of all ressources, including those produced during YouCheck!   

PARTNERS 

AFP (France), UNED (Espagne) Université SNSPA (Roumanie)
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The website
https://youverify.eu
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FAQ Disinformation
Thorny MIL questions… What if…? 

Peer help



MOOC results 

Participants registered: 2401
Participants active in course: 1373
Participants Quizz: 628
Open badges delivered: 383
Participants Questionnaire : 333

From Media and Information Literacy to MIL Education: 
Both MOOCs and Games could be the future of curricular transformations for MIL. They 
can foster MIL competences around critical thinking, creativity and participation, as well 
as promoting digital storytelling, including about thorny issues such as disinformation.  

+ 2 research articles and a book coming up with Routledge



The transfer of MIL: scaling up



Ivory coast  Benevoles de l’EMI Haiti

Cameroon



Indicateur Cible souhaitée Résultat réalisé

2 itérations CLOM itérations + 
OER

1 500 participants
Dont 500-800 OIF

2395 inscrits
Dont 1470 OIF (191 Afrique/Haïti ; 1279 Europe/Ca)
-

1 site web 1 Accessible :  youverify.eu/fr   

Ateliers = entre 100 à 200  100-200 participants 
OIF

13 ateliers (6 au Cameroun ; 5 En Côte d’Ivoire ; 2 à Haïti)
1 400 participants (environ)

Badges Non spécifié 383 au total dont 48 OIF

Identification de projets
remarquables

Non spécifié 4 projets remarquables proposés (sur 19 projets  proposés 
dont 12 au Cameroun, 4 en Cote d’Ivoire et 3 à Haïti)



Remarkable projects to support

✓ MIL Caravan for access to remote areas (bus, van…)

✓ MIL clubs in universities and schools 

✓ MIL cartoon, to be serialized  

✓ MIL Without Borders network  



MIL Cartoon



Identified gaps to build competence 
and trust



1/MIL is under-researched and under-funded in view of the emergency of the situation.

-There is no comprehensive international study of how MIL competences are deployed in schools, though some national or 

regional studies exist (EAVI; European Audiovisual Observatory…)

-At national level, in terms of “sensible practices”, some initiatives have tried to solve the problem of curricula and text-
book design, often by systematically spelling out for teachers where and how to introduce MIL themes and competences in 
their subject matter. At maximal level, MIL is constructed almost as a “hidden” core curriculum, with progression over the 
school years (k1-K12).  See case of France

-Ongoing constraints faced by teachers include lack of preparation, lack of availability of resources and materials, and lack 
of time to deal with project-based intervention and production-tasks. 



2/ Assessment

-Teachers need to be trained in assessing not just MIL outputs (the students’ productions) but also MIL outcomes (the 
students long term attitude changes), some of which can be collaborative and not always requiring an academic grade.

-MIL education models are evaluated mostly in descriptive terms, with collections of self-reports or focus groups, 
focusing on qualitative rather than quantitative approaches, making it hard to construct longitudinal evidence and 
proof of efficiency.  

-Current search is on indicators and competences … but much leaves to be desired. Quantitative approaches tend to 
have an individual bias, centred on worker or consumer, not on the system that amplifies such problems as 
disinformation (search engines, algorithms, commercial policy…) . Ex: PISA 2018  focused on reading and writing, 
which included “locating information”, and on task-based test on “navigation skills”. (OECD 2021: 60). 



Types of actions for EU



1/ Some actions are about reinforcing existing initiatives within EU 

- Accelerate the push for national media and information literacy policies in Member States through national 
consultations  

- Consolidate celebrations such as UN recognized Global Media and Information Literacy Week.

- Strengthen MIL within the DG EAC sector, not just DG-Connect to scale up  

- Follow-up with yearly reports to enhance regional cooperation among stakeholders to sustain media and 
information literacy development,  

- Develop a tool that could be called MILCOMP, (or expand DIGCOMP 2.2) as a diagnosis tool to  provide guidance 
on the implementation, monitoring and evaluation of media and information literacy activities by institutional 
actors and other stakeholders, 



2/  Foster  strategic partnerships

- Promote MIL governance: Engage Internet companies and media organizations to promote 
media and information literacy as a basis for transparency, viability, and sustainability. Draft, 
validate, implement and monitor an International Multi-Stakeholder Framework for 
Digital Communications Companies to Promote Media and Information Literacy

- Diversity funding of Media and Information Literacy Fund for the expansion capacity 
building of all organizations in the field of MIL with independence

- Consolidate work of ERGA, EPRA and national regulatory platforms for monitoring and 
training of decision-makers



THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION!

Contact : divina.frau-meigs@sorbonne-nouvelle.fr

To read more: 
Divina Frau-Meigs, How Disinformation Reshaped the Relationship 
between Journalism and Media and Information Literacy (MIL): Old 
and New Perspectives Revisited, Digital Journalism 10 (2022)912-
922


